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Abstract 
We develop a theory of bisimulation in the join-calculus. We introduce a re
fined operational model that makes interactions with the environment explicit, 
and we discuss the impact of the lexical discipline of the join-calculus on its 
extensional semantics. We propose several formulations of bisimulation and we 
establish that all formulations yield the same equivalence. We prove that this 
equivalence is finer than barbed congruence, but that both relations coincide 
in the presence of name-testing. 
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-r INTRODUCTION 

The join-calculus is a recent formalism for modeling mobile systems [7, 6]. 
Its main motivation is to relate two crucial issues in concurrency: distributed 
implementation and formal semantics. To this end, the join-calculus enforces 
a strict lexical discipline over the channel names that appear in processes: 
names can be sent and received, but their communication capabilities cannot 
be affected by the receivers. This is the locality property. 

Locality yields a simpler distributed model, because the communication 
primitives of the calculus can be directly implemented via standard primitives 
of asynchronous systems [6, 9]. It also plays a prominent role in the design 
of implicit type systems for the join-calculus, because all contravariant occur
rences of names are static [8]. In this paper, we show that locality strongly -
affects the treatment of bisimulation, and provides a semantics simpler than 
other proposals in the literature. 
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In order to reason about distributed processes, we must equip the join
calculus with semantics that have both a sensible discriminating power and 
some convenient proof techniques. The usual approach in concurrency is to 
focus on elementary forms of interaction between the process and its envi
ronment. Formally, this is achieved through the definition of two notions that 
are common to most process calculi: a reduction relation --+ that represents 
internal evolution and an observation predicate .U.a that detects the ability of 
interacting at a given channel. Based on these two notions, numerous observa
tional semantics can be defined. As regards discriminating power, it would be 
adequate to test the observation predicate under all possible contexts; indeed, 
the resulting trace-based semantics are relevant to many practical issues in dis
tributed programming, especially when one is not interested in the branching 
structure of processes. In order to establish trace-based equivalences, however, 
one must cope with quantification over both contexts and traces, which makes 
the proofs particularly difficult (12). 

To tackle these problems, it is convenient to consider behavioral equiva
lences that are finer and easier to check, possibly using them as indirect proof 
techniques for coarser semantics. Among these, bisimulation-based semantics 
are especially convenient, because co-inductive proofs need only to consider 
single reduction steps instead of traces [15]. Barbed bisimilarity has been pro
posed in [14] as a uniform basis to define sensible behavioral equivalences on 
different process calculi. This is the approach chosen for the join calculus in 
[7, 6], where barbed congruence is defined as the coarsest congruence that is a 
barbed bisimulation. Yet, checking that two processes are barbed congruent 
still requires explicit quantification over all contexts. Indeed, most proofs of 
[7] have to analyze in details how contexts and processes get intertwined, and 
to partition their reductions accordingly. This makes routine or automated 
checking of these properties problematic. 

In this paper, we introduce a labeled operational model for the join calculus, 
and we equip it with the standard weak bisimulation [15], which enjoys the 
usual, purely co-inductive proof technique on labeled transitions. Then, we use 
weak bisimulation to establish several sensible equalities between join-calculus 
processes. We also consider alternate definitions of this equivalence and relate 
weak bisimulation to barbed congruence, showing that the difference between 
the two semantics is precisely due to the absence of a name-matching operator. 
A more precise account of our work follows. 

The original semantics of the join-calculus is based on the reflexive chemical 
abstract machine (RCHAM) [7], which only accounts for the internal evolution 
of processes. In order to shape labeled bisimulation upon join-calculus, we first 
propose the open RCHAM, a refined operational semantics that explicitly mod
els interaction with the environment. Via these interactions, the environment 
can get acquainted with local names of the process that are emitted at free 
names-the extrusions-and can later emit on these names-the intrusions 
("intrusion" has another technical meaning in (13]). Due to the principle oflo-
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cality, intrusions and extrusions occur on disjoint sets of names. To keep track 
of the environment's acquaintance with local names, definitions-the techni
cal device for defining the computational steps of RCHAM's-are marked with 
extruded names as soon as these extrusions happen. In turn, intrusions are 
allowed on these extruded names. The resulting open syntax for the join
calculus has processes of the form defs D in P, where S is a set of names 
defined by D and extruded to the environment. This also induces a refined 
chemical machine, called the open RCHAM. 

Let us illustrate what locality means in our setting. The process def {z} 

x(u) t> P in x(v) defines a name x such that, whenever a message x(u) is re
ceived, a fresh copy of process Pis started. The name xis marked as extruded; 
the environment can therefore send messages on x to trigger copies of the pro
cess P. However, the environment cannot interfere with the definition of x; 
in particular, the message x(v) cannot be consumed by the environment, and 
as a consequence any sensible equivalence ~ would identify the two processes 
below: 

def {z} x(u) t> Pin x(v) ~ def {z} x(u) t> Pin P{v/u} 

Weak bisimulation is obtained by applying the standard definition to the 
open RCHAM. Weak bisimilarity is stable under renaming, is a congruence 
over contexts of the open calculus, and it suitably abstracts from the actual 
structure of the join-patterns. For instance, it is insensitive to buffering, as it 
is expected for an asynchronous semantics. 

The open !WHAM allows intrusion of messages on every name that has been 
extruded; this clause embeds asynchrony in the operational semantics, but it 
also generates extraneous transitions in case these messages are not used by 
the process. That is, our model hides the actual receiving capabilities of the 
process, although this information is available from the syntax of the process. 
Unfortunately, weak bisimulation cannot benefit from this information, and 
needs to consider numerous useless intrusions. 

To reduce the size of our model, we modify the open RCHAM and equip 
it with an alternative equivalence called asynchronous bisimulation. The new 
chemical machine restricts intrusions to sets of messages that immediately 
trigger a reaction rule; this technical device significantly augments the block
ing capability of processes. Asynchronous bisimulation allows the intrusion of 
several messages at the same time, instead of single ones. We prove that weak 
bisimulation and asynchronous bisimulation coincide, which validates the use 
of asynchronous bisimulation in proofs. 

The last characterization of bisimulation is given in terms of barbed congru
ence. The barbed congruence of [7] is strictly coarser than weak bisimulation, 
because contexts of barbed congruence have no internal name-testing capa
bility, while labels of weak bisimulation separates distinct names that exhibit 
the same behavior. This is actually the only difference between the two equiv
alences. To establish this, we augment the join-calculus with a name-matching 
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operator and we show that (a variant of) barbed congruence coincides with 
weak bisimulation. 

Beside its use as a proof technique, our semantics yields a better under
standing of the join-calculus, and provides a basis for comparing it with other 
calculi, which are usually equipped with weak bisimulations, and especially 
with the asynchronous 1r-calculus [5]. In these calculi, asynchrony means that 
message outputs have no continuation, and thus that there is no direct way 
to detect that a message has been received. Noticeably, the usual weak bisim
ulation of the 1r-calculus has too much discriminating power, and separates 
processes with the same behavior (e.g., 0 ~ x(u).x(u) ); several remedies are 
considered in [11, 1]. Our bisimulations for the join-calculus make use of simi
lar accommodations, but they yield simpler semantics, mostly because locality 
constrains interaction with the environment. This prunes the number of tran
sitions to consider, and rules out processes such as z(x).x(u).x(u) where xis 
used by the environment both for input and output. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce 
our language and its model. In Section 3 we define weak bisimulation in this 
setting, we give examples, and we study its basic properties. In Section 4 
we introduce asynchronous bisimulation, and we prove that it coincides with 
weak bisimulation. In Section 5 we relate our bisimulations to barbed congru
ence, and study the impact of name-testing. In Section 6 we discuss related 
work for the asynchronous 1r-calculus. We conclude in Section 7. Due to space 
limitations, the proofs are omitted; they can be found in the full paper [2]. 

2 THE OPEN JOIN-CALCULUS 

In this section, we define the open join-calculus and its operational semantics 
as extensions of the join-calculus and the RCHAM of [7]. 

Syntax and Scopes. Let N be a countable set of names ranged over by x, y, u, 
v, ... ; tuples of names are noted uiiEl..p or simply u. Names can carry fixed
length messages, and we assume a recursive sorting discipline on names that 
avoids arity mismatch, in the style of [16]. We consider only well-sorted terms, 
and we assume an infinite number of names of each sort. We omit the sorting 
discipline, as it is not important to understand the contents of the paper. 

The open join-calculus processes A and the join-calculus processes P, the 
definitions D, and the join-patterns J are the terms defined as follows: 

A def 

D 
def 

0 
x(uiiEl..p) 

AlA 
defsDinA 
Jr>P 
DAD 

p def = 

J 
def 

0 
x(uiiEl..p) 

PIP 
def Din P 
x(uiiEl..p) 

JIJ 
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A process P can be the inert process 0, a message sent on a name x that carries 
a tuple of names u, a parallel composition of processes, or the definition of 
local names and the process within their scope; a definition D is a conjunction 
of reaction rules J 1> P that associate join-patterns J to guarded processes P; 
the intended meaning is that, whenever messages match the pattern J, the 
guarded process P can be triggered. An open process A is like a process, 
except that it has open definitions at top-level instead of local ones. The open 
definition def s D in . . . exhibits a subset S of names defined by D that are 
visible from the environment: the extruded names. When omitted, the index 
setS is empty (no extruded names so far). We identify such open definitions 
def0 Din P with local definitions def Din P. 

Definition 1 We partition names in terms as follows: visible names are ei
ther free names fv[D], fv[A] or extruded names xv[A]; local names are either 
received names rv[J] or defined names dv[J], dv[D]. 

J: rv[x(V)] !!!! {u E v} rv[JI Jl] '!!! rv[J]l:tl rv[J1] 

dv[x(V)] '!!! {x} dv[J I Jl] ~ dv[J]l:tl dv[J1] 

D: dv[Jt>P] ~ dv[J] dv[D A D 1] 
'!!! dv[D] U dv[D1] 

fv[Jt>P] ~ dv[J] U (fv[P]\rv[J]) fv[D A D 1] 
'!!! fv[D] U fv[D 1] 

A: fv[AIA1] 
~ (fv[A]\xv[A1]) U (fv[A1]\xv[A]) fv[O] ~ 0 

xv[AIA1] #1 xv[A] l:tJ xv[A1] xv[O] '!!! 0 
fv[def s D in A] ~ (fv[A] U (fv[D] \xv[A])) \ dv[D] fv[x(v}] '!!! {x,v} 
xv[defsD inA] '!!! Sl:tlxv[A] xv[x(V)] !!:! 0 

The above definition induces well-formed conditions on terms, which are 
made more explicit below. As usual, the operator l:tJ means disjoint union. In 
the whole paper, we consider processes modulo a-conversion on bound names, 
namely received names and defined non-extruded names, and we always as
sume that: 

1. join-patterns are linear: as in the join-calculus of [7], both defined variables 
and received variables appear at most once in every join pattern. The re
striction on received variables rules out name-matching. The restriction on 
defined variables does not affect expressiveness (cf. [7, 10]) but significantly 
simplifies our definitions; 

2. sets of names extruded by different open sub-processes are disjoint-these 
names are defined in different definition; 

3. open definitions defs Din P define all their extruded names (S ~ dv[D]). 

The interface of an open process A consists of two disjoint sets of names: 
free names fv[A] used in A to send messages out, and extruded names xv[A] 
used by the environment to send message in. 
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A global renaming a is a substitution on the interface of open processes 
that is injective on the image of extruded names (for all names x E xv[A], 
y E xv[A] U fv[A], if xa = ya then x = y). 

Open chemistry. Let us introduce the operational semantics of the open 
join-calculus through an example. It will also explain the dynamic role played 
by the index Sin a definition. Consider the process def0 x() r>y() in z(x). The 
interface contains no extruded name and two free names y, z. The message 
z(x) can be consumed by the environment, thus exporting x. 

def0 x() r> y() in z(x) 
{x}z(x) 

def{x} x(}r>y(} in 0. 

Once x is known from the environment, it cannot be considered local anymore
the environment can emit on x-, but is not free either-the environment 
cannot modify or extend its definition. A new transition is enabled: 

def{x} x(}r>y(} in 0 ~ def{x} x()r>y(} in x() 

Now the process can input some more messages on x, and also perform the 
two transitions below to emit on y: 

def{x}x()r>y(}inx(} -t def{x}x(}r>y()iny() 

{}!l() def {x} x() r> y() in 0 

In order to model the interactions with the environment, we extend the 
RCHAM model defined in [7]. This is accomplished by means of two dual op
erations: extrusion of defined names on free names, and intrusion of messages 
sent on previously extruded names. The explicit bookkeeping of extruded 
names is performed by suitably augmenting the chemical solutions. 

Formally, let the functions dv[·], fv[·], xv[·] be extended to multisets of terms 
in the expected way. Open chemical solutions, ranged over by S, T, ... , are 
triples (R, S, A), written R f-s A, where 

• A is a multiset of open processes with disjoint sets of extruded names; 
• R is a multiset of definitions such that dv[R] n xv[A] = 0; 
• S ~ dv[R] is a set of extruded names. 

The definitions of free and extruded names are lifted to solutions in this way: 
fv(R f-s A] ~ (fv(R] U fv(A]) \ dv[R] and xv(R f-s A] ~ S l±J xv(A]. 

The chemical rules for the open RCHAM are given in Table 1; they define 
families of transitions --'-, ..-, -+, ~,a E {Sx(V),x(V)} between open so
lutions. As usual, each chemical rule mentions only the processes and the 
definitions it involves, and the transition applies to every chemical solution S 
whose multisets contain these processes and definitions. 

Let us comment on the rules. The first five rules are those of the RCHAM. The 
structural rules that define the inverse transitions --'- and ..- are unchanged, 
except for Rule S-DEF that performs some extra bookkeeping on extruded 
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S-NIL II- 0 ---' II-.,.--

S-PAR II- A I A' ---' II- A, A' .,.--

S-AND DAD II- ---' D, D' II-.,.--

S-DEF 11--s defs, Din A ---' Da 11--slt!S' A a .,.--

RED Jr> p II- J p -----+ Jr> P II- Pp 

ExT 11--s x(viiEl..p) 
S'x(v; iEL.p) 

If-sus' 

INT II-{x }uS 
x(v; iEl..p) 

II-{x }uS x(vi iEl..p) 

Side conditions on the reacting solutionS= (R 11--s A): 

S-DEF a replaces dv[D] \ S' with distinct fresh names. 
RED p substitutes names for rv(J); 
ExT xis free, and S' ={vi I i E l..p} n (dv[R] \ S); 
INT v;El..p are either free, or fresh, or extruded. 

Table 1 The open RCHAM of the open-join-calculus 

names. The reduction rule RED says when a message can trigger a process in 
a definition. In the sequel, ~ is the symmetric relation ---' U .,..- that contains 
all structural moves, its transitive closure ~* is called structural equivalence; 
~ is the relation ~ U --+ that gathers all silent moves. 

The two last rules model interaction with the context. According to rule 
ExT, messages can be emitted at free names; messages can export defined 
names that were not previously known to the environment, thus causing the 
scope of their definitions to be opened. This is made explicit through the 
label S' that appears on the transition. Our rule resembles the Open rule 
for restriction in the 1r-calculus [13], with an important restriction due to 
locality: messages are either emitted on free names, to be consumed by ExT, 
or on names defined in the open solution, to be consumed by RED. 

The intrusion rule INT can be viewed as a disciplined version of one of the In
put rule for the asynchronous 1r-calculus proposed by Honda and Tokoro [11): 
the latter allows intrusion of arbitrary messages at any stage, whereas our 
rule allows intrusion of messages only on defined-extruded names. 

Notation LetS be the open solution R 1--s A and M =IT x(v) be a parallel 
composition of messages that can be intruded using Rule INT. Then S I M is 
the open solution R I-s A, M. The restriction on extruded names is partially 
defined as 

(R I-SitJS' A) \ S' 
clef R 1--s A. = 

Formally, the original RCHAM of [7) is the restriction of our open RCHAM 
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that operates on chemical solutions with no extruded variables, and that uses 
every chemical rule except EXT and lNT. 

When applied to open solutions, the structural rules capture the intended 
meaning of extruded names: messages sent on extruded names can be moved 
inside or outside of their defining process. Assuming x has been extruded 
(x E SUS' U xv[A]), and modulo a-conversion to avoid clashes with the 
arguments ( {v} n dv[D] ~ S'), we have 

f-s x(V) ldefs, Din A ~* f-s defs, Din (x(V) I A) 

Remark 2 In its original presentation [7], the join-calculus is equipped with 
an auxiliary labeled tronsition system. Its intent, however, is quite different 
from ours. It is used to give an alternative, syntactic description of chemi
cal reduction steps; transitions are labeled by whole reaction rules; these large 
labels are discarded when the transition applies within a definition that con
tains the reaction rule. In contrast, our open RCHAM provides an extensional 
semantics of the calculus; labels are much simpler than definitions, and we do 
not define silent steps as matching labeled transitions plus hiding. 

3 WEAK BISIMULATION 

The join-calculus has been "opened" to support the standard notion of bisim
ulation for process calculi [15]. In this section, we define this equivalence for 
open solutions and we investigate its properties. 

Definition 3 A symmetric relation R, over open solutions is a weak bisimu
lation if, whenever s R, r, then 

• if S ~*-+~* S' then T ~* T' and S' R T'; 
• if S ~*~~* S' then T ~*~~* T' and S' R T', 

for all labels a of shape x(V) or Sx(V) where names inS are fresh in T 

Let ~ be the largest weak bisimulation. We shall write A ~ B for (0 If
A) ~ (01r B). 

As an immediate consequence of its definition, weak bisimulation is an 
equivalence relation, and we can tell whether two processes are bisimilar by 
reasoning on their synchronization tree, without the need to exhibit discrim
inating contexts. For example, x(u) ¢ x(v) because they perform emissions 
with different labels. Likewise, x(y) ¢ def z(u) t>y(u) in x(z) because the first 
process emits a free name (label x(y)) while the latter emits a local name that 
gets extruded (label {z }x(z) ). The following properties should convince the 
reader that ~ is a reasonable semantics for the join-calculus. 
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Bisimilarity and chemical interface. The set of extruded names xv[S] is 
the input interface of the solution S, and rule INT makes weak bisimulation 
sensitive to it: S ~ T implies xv[S] = xv[7]. 

To check this property, let us consider the partition of open RCHAMs induced 
by xv[·]. The resulting classes are stable for all chemical rules except ExT, 
and in particular, any solution is structurally equivalent to a "fully-heated" 
(containing only simple reaction rules and messages) solution with the same 
extruded variables; by definition of INT, a fully-heated solution can perform 
a transition with label x(V) if and only if x E xv[S]. 

Conversely, rule EXT defines the only transitions that can separate solutions 
with the same extruded names. Obviously, open solutions whose derivatives 
never perform EXT are bisimilar if and only if they have the same extruded 
names to begin with, and this provides some "garbage-collection" properties 
such as fv[P] = 0 implies P ~ 0. 

Equivalent definitions. The following examples show that weak bisimula
tion is largely insensitive to the shape of join-patterns. 

Weak bisimulation is insensitive to buffering, as one expects from an asyn
chronous semantics. For instance we have: 

defsDinA ~ defsx(u)t>x'(u)AD'inA 

where x E dv[D], x' is a fresh name, and D' is obtained from D by substituting 
x' (v) for x(V) in every join-pattern. We Blso have: 

defs Jt>P 1\ Din A ~ defs Jt>x(rv[J]) 1\ x(rv[J]) t>P 1\ Din A 

where xis a fresh name and rv[J] is a tuple that conveys the names in rv[J]. 
These properties of asynchrony are easy to prove (it suffices to consider the 

relation that contains processes that differ only because of a buffering reduc
tion, which is included in a bisimulation, or equivalently, to use the bisimula
tion up-to expansion proof technique of [19]). Notice, however, that buffering 
of partial join-patterns would not usually preserve bisimulation, because it 
affects the branching structure of processes. 

It is well-known that weak bisimulation is insensitive to divergence; for 
instance 0 ~ def x() 1> x() in x(). Likewise, any reversible synchronization is 
invisible; for instance, we can temporarily grab arbitrary messages J within 
a definition D 

defs Din A ~ defs Jt>J' 1\ J't>J 1\ Din A 

where dv[J] ~ dv[D], dv[J'] fresh, and rv[J'] = rv[J]. 
Another standard property of bisimulation is that it is not possible to ob

serve the internal state of processes. As mentioned in [7] for the weaker barbed 
congruence, we have 

defs Jt>P in A ~ defs Jls(V}t>Pis(V) in Als(V) 

where s is a fresh name and {V} n rv[J] = 0. Indeed, there is always one 
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available message 8(V} that conveys the same names, that were initially bound 
in a process within the same scope. This equality suffices to prove interesting 
properties with regards to our scoping rules: if we take {v} = dv[ J] U { 8}, then 
all occurrences of names of dv[J] that appeared in P-we call them recursive 
occurrences-are now bound as received variables. Up-to bisimulation, we can 
therefore eliminate recursion from every definition. If we take {V} = (fv[P] U 
{ 8}) \ rv[ J], then all names in P are now bound as received variables, which 
is reminiscent of lambda-lifting in the .A-calculus. In combination with the 
forthcoming congruence properties, this validates a compilation scheme for 
the join-calculus that would replace every process by an equivalent process 
with simpler binders (either receptions or immediate definitions). 

3.1 Renaming and Congruence properties 

The rest of the section is devoted to proving that weak bisimulation is indeed 
a congruence. This is not very surprising since our calculus has no operator for 
external choice. Nevertheless the proof is not completely standard and some 
interesting properties are required. In order to establish that weak bisimula
tion is persistent under global renaming, we first study the correspondence 
between transitions in a chemical solution S and transitions in Sa, where a 
is a global rel'l.aming. 

Lemma 1 Let S be an open solution and a be a global renaming for S. 

1. S ~· -+~* T implies Sa ~· -+~* T a; conversely, Sa ~· -+~* T im-
l . S -->-* S1X1(1i1) Y1(1i1) Snxn(vn) Yn(vn) -->-* __,_* S' h > O p zes ...-- ~ · · · ~...-- -+...-- , w ere n _ 

and, for all i :::; n, a(xi) = a(yi) and T = (SJ \ (Ui=l...n Si))a; 

S -->-* x(V} -->-* T f d l fS -->-* (x(V})a -->-* T · 2. ...-- ---'-'-+...-- z an on y z a ...-- ...-- a, 

3. if a(x) is free for Sa, S ~· Sx(V} ~· T implies Sa~* (Sx(V})a ~· Ta; 
SX(V} . . s'X'(v') 

conversely, Sa ~· ~~· T zmplzes S ~· ~· S', where S' a ~· 
T and (S'x'(v'))a = Sx(V}. 

The statements in the above lemma are natural, except perhaps for the last 
part of Case 1. This case occurs when an internal step consumes messages on 
extruded names a(xi) where Xi are free names in the initial solution S. For 
every such message that is consumed in the internal step, this is mimicked as 
an extrusion on Xi followed by an intrusion on Yi· 

Corollary 2 S ~ T implies Sa ~ T a for every global renaming a. 

The congruence property essentially relies on this proposition; its proof is 
standard. 
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Rules S-JOIN, S-AND, S-DEF, ExT are as in Table 1; 

INT-J 
M' 

J t> P If-s M --+ J t> P If-s P p 

Side condition: Jp ~· M I M', Dom(p) = rv[J], 
dv[M'] ~ S, rv[M'] free, fresh or extruded. 

Table 2 The J-open RCHAM of the open join calculus 

Theorem 1 Weak bisimulation is a congruence. 

4 ASYNCHRONOUS BISIMULATION 

In order to prove that two chemical solutions are bisimilar, the large number 
of multiset configurations to consider is a nuisance; for example, a process 
with an extruded name already has an infinite set of configurations, even if 
no "real" computation is ever performed. Indeed, for checkin~ the obvious 
equivalence 

def x(u) ly(v) t> Pin z(x) :::::: def x(u) I y(v) t> Q in z(x) 

one is confronted to infinite models on both sides, with a distinct chemical 
solution for every multiset of messages that have been intruded on x so far. 
This flaw in our definition of bisimulation motivates the following alternative 
formulation. 

We refine the open RCHAM by allowing inputs only when they trigger some 
guarded process. Thus, we augment the blocking ability of inputs. For exam
ple, the two processes above become inert, and trivially bisimilar. 

If we apply this refinement keeping the previous labels for input, however, 
we obtain a dubious result. The solution x() IYO lz() t> P If-{x,y} z() can transit 
inasmuch as it first inputs the two messages x() andy(), then performs a silent 
step that consumes them together with the local message z() already in the 
solution. Yet, neither x() nor y() alone can trigger the process P, and therefore 
this solution would becomes inert too. This suggests the use of join-inputs on 
x and y in new reduction steps such that 

x() I y() I z() t> P If-{x,y} z() x() I y() x() I y() I z() t> P If-{x,y} P . 

On the other hand, the solution x()ly()lz() t> P lf-{x} z() is truly inert, since P 
can never be triggered. Here join-inputs have a greater blocking ability than 
atomic inputs, and our refinement suppresses all input transitions. 
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4.1 The J-open RCHAM 

The J-open RCHAM is defined in Table 2, by replacing the intrusion rule. Un
like the previous rule INT, the new rule INT-J permits intrusion of messages 
only if they are immediately used to trigger a process in a definition. This is 
formalized by allowing labels M' that are multisets of messages, and by han
dling them as partial join-patterns: if the solution can supply a complementary 
join-pattern M such that the combination M I M' matches the join-pattern 
in a reaction rule, then the transition occurs and triggers this reaction rule. 
As forINT, we restrict intrusions in M' to messages on extruded names. Note 
that rule RED is now subsumed by rule INT-J where M' = 0, although we 
keep the distinction between internal moves and proper input moves in the 
following discussion. 

The same chemical solution now has two different models: for instance, 
x(}ly(} r>P f-{x} has no transition in the J-open RCHAM, while it has infinitely 

many __:_Q, transitions in the open RCHAM In the sequel, we shall keep the 
symbol ~ for the open RCHAM and use ~ J for the J-open RCHAM; the 
subscript J is dropped whenever no ambiguity can arise. 

As a direct consequence of the definitions of the J-open semantics, we have 
the following relation between our two models: 

Proposition 3 The intrusions of the J-open RCHAM and those of the open 
RCHAM are related as follows: 

S Xl(iil) I··· I Xn(vn) S' . l" s x;(vl) Xn(vn) -'-* S' 1. J zmp zes ----'----'-+ · · · --'-'·h- -+ . 
2. For any A, if A I x(u) ~*~f~* B, then either A ~*~J~* A' with 

A' I x(u) ~* B, or A ~*~J~* B with M' ~* M I x(u}. 

All other transitions are common to both chemical machines. 

Asynchronous bisimulation 
We now try to shape the definition of weak bisimulation (Definition 3) to 

the new J-open RCHAM. Consider for instance the two processes: 

p def x(} r> a(} 
1\ a()ly() r>R 

in z(x, y} 

Q def x() IYO r> R 
in z(x, y} 

With the previous underlying model (open RCHAM), P and Q are weakly 
bisimilar, but with the new one (J-open RCHAM) this is not true anymore, 
because, after emitting on z, P can input on x() while Q cannot. If we equip 
the J-open RCHAM with the weak bisimulation of Section 3, Q becomes inert 
after the extrusion on z because join inputs are not considered. But if we 
consider the weak bisimulation that uses join-input labels instead of single 
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ones, Q can input on x()ly() while P cannot, and P and Q are still separated. 
It turns out that weak bisimulation discriminates too much in the J-open 
RCHAM. 

In order to avoid detection of the structure of join patterns, weak bisimula
tion must be weakened further on. At least, we must consider that a process 
simulate another one even if it does not immediately consume a join-input. 

Definition 4 A symmetric relation R over J-open RCHAMs is an asynchronous 
bisimulation if, whenever S R T, then 

• xv[S) = xv(T) 
• if S ~* Sx(v) ~* S' and names inS are fresh in T, 

Sx(V) 
then T ~ *----'--'-+ ~ * T' and S' R T'; 

• if S ~*~~* S', then TIM~* T' and S' n T'. 

Let ~a be the largest asynchronous bisimulation. We write A ~a B for (0 II
{A}) ~a (011- {B}). 

Let us show the equality P ~a Q, where P and Q are the processes at the 
beginning of this section. Both P and Q perform the same emission, therefore 
it suffices to prove 

A= def{x,y} x()1>a() 1\ a()ly()I>R in 0 ~a B = def{x,y} x()ly()!>R in 0 

Observe that A ~ A', while B ~- Nevertheless, it is possible to prove that 
A' ~a def {x,y} x() I y() 1> R in x(). Hence, bisimilarity can be still achieved, 
by delaying the actual use of a message. Conversely, there is B' such that 

B x() 1 y() B', while this move cannot be mimicked by A. Again, one can prove 
that B' is asynchronous bisimilar to def {x,y} x() 1> a() 1\ a() I y() 1> R in R, 
which is a derivative of A I x() I y(). All other transitions are the same, and 
we can conclude that P ~a Q. 

Remark 5 In the definition of asynchronous bisimulation, it is necessary 
to require that related solutions have the same extruded names. Otherwise, 
Definition 3 would not carry over asynchronous bisimulation, as for instance 
the open deadlocked solution x() IYO 1> P II- {y} would be equivalent to the empty 
solution ll-0. 

The relations ~ (over open RCHAMs) and ~a (over J-open RCHAMs) do 
match; this is a direct consequence of Proposition 3. 

Theorem 2 ~a = ~-
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5 THE DISCRIMINATING POWER OF MATCHING 

The semantics of the join-calculus in [7] is barbed congruence. We recall the 
definition, and refer to (7] for discussion. 

Definition 6 The output barb J.l.x is a predicate over open RCHAMs that tests 
for the potential emission on the free name x: 

S J.l.x '!!! 38, v such that S ~ * SZ(V} 

A symmetric relation R over open RCHAMs is a barbed bisimulation if 
whenever S n T the following holds: 

• If S J.l.x then T J.l.x; 
• IfS ~·--+~* S' then T ~· T' and S' n T'. 

Let R:b be the largest barbed bisimulation. As usual, this induces an equiva
lence on open terms, also noted R:b: A R:b A' ~ 01-0 {A} R::b 01-0 {A'}. 

A barbed congruence is a barbed bisimulation that is also a congruence for 
open join-calculus contexts. Let ~b be the largest barbed congruence. 

Weak bisimulation is a congruence and a barbed bisimulation, and thus a 
barbed congruence(~ C ~b)· This containment is strict, as can be seen from 
the paradigmatic example of barbed congruence: 

x(z) ~b def u(v) 1> z(v) in x(u) 

That is, emitting a free name z is the same as emitting a bound name u that 
forwards all the messages it receives to z, and the two processes are indistin
guishable, up-to an extra internal move for every use of z. These two processes 
are distinguished by weak bisimulation, however, because their respective ex
trusion labels reveal that z is free and u is extruded. 

Nevertheless, barbed congruence can easily be equipped with such a dis
criminating power, provided it can use richer contexts. To this end, we extend 
the syntax of the join-calculus with the standard name-matching prefix of (13]. 

A~ ···l[x=y]A P ~ ···l[x=y]P 

Accordingly, we extend our chemical machines with a new reduction rule. 

MATCH 1- [x=x] A --+ 1- A 

Observe that barbed congruence can now separate x(z) from def u(v) 1> z(v) in 
x(u) by using the context C[] = def x(y) 1> [y=z] a(} in(]. 

The usual drawback of name matching is that global renamings do not 
preserve weak bisimulation anymore: Corollary 2 is false in the extended cal
culus, and for instance 0 ~ [x=y] x(}, while after applying the renaming {Xjy}, 
0 ¢ [x=x]x(}. Accordingly, bisimulation is not a congruence anymore; it is 
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easy to check that the context C[] ~ def z(x, y) 1>[] in z(u, u) separates the 
two processes above. 

In order to retain the full congruence property, we may consider the coars
est equivalence contained into ~ and closed under renaming. It is possible 
to prove, in the same style of Theorem 1, that this equivalence is indeed a 
congruence; however this equivalence is not a bisimulation. 

Alternatively, we consider equivalences that are not full congruences. To this 
aim, we define the set of evaluation contexts C[] ~ [] I C[]IP I def Din C[] 
up to structural congruence. 

Lemma 4 ~ is a congruence with respect to evaluation contexts. 

We define barbed equivalence R::be over open join-calculus processes with 
matching as the largest barbed bisimulation that is a congruence for all eval
uation contexts. We have 

Theorem 3 R::be = ~-

6 A COMPARISON WITH THE 1r-CALCULUS 

The join-calculus can be considered as a disciplined version of the asyn
chronous 1r-calculus, where the syntax enforces locality in the usage of names. 
Still, both calculi have a lot in common, and our semantics largely draw upon 
the bisimulations developed for the 1r-calculus [13, 14, 19, 11, 1]. In this sec
tion, we relate our definitions to previous proposals in the literature, and we 
compare the equivalences obtained by applying similar definitions to both the 
join-calculus and the 1r-calculus. 

In the seq~el, we use the following grammar for asynchronous 71"-calculus 
processes. 

P ::= 0 I x(v) I x(y).P I vx.P I !P I PIP 

We refer to [5] for the definition of its semantics. We recall the basic reduc
tion step, which matches complementary pairs of emission and reception, and 
substitutes actual names for the variables in the receiving process: 

x(v) I x(y).Q ~ Q{Yfv} 

Other transitions render intrusion or extrusion of messages, and their labels 
carry the same information than those we use in the open RCHAM. In particular 
output labels explicitly mention names that are being extruded. 

The join-calculus and the asynchronous 1r-calculus have the same expres
sive power, at least up-to barbed congruence (7]. Their treatment of names, 
however, are quite different. In the open join-calculus, we partition the visible 
names of a process into names for extrusions (free names), which do not have 
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a local definition, and names for intrusions and internal reduction (extruded 
names), which do have a local definition. As a result, interaction with the 
environment has more structure, and this significantly prunes the number of 
transitions that are enabled, even before introducing join-message labels. 

In the 1r-calculus, on the contrary, a free name can always be used for 
intrusion, extrusion and internal reduction. Furthermore, a received name 
can be re-defined, as in x(y).y(z).P. In this respect, the barbed equivalence 
of Section 5 is illuminating. Consider the rough 1r-calculus encodings of the 
processes mentioned in its example, namely x(z) and vu.(!u(v).z(v) I x(u)). 
These two processes are not barbed congruent, and this can be established 
using a context that invalidates our locality property. For example, if we 
choose the context 

C[·] clef 
vx, z.(x(a).a(u).u() I :Z(b) I[·]) 

we obtain that C[x(z)] .IJ.b and C[vu.(!u(v).z(v) lx(u))].Jib· As could be ex
pected, locality restricts the discriminating power of observers. 

We now compare the observational semantics for the open join calculus with 
previous proposals for the asynchronous 1r-calculus, notably [11] and [1]. In 
these works, a major issue is to accommodate the semantics inherited from 
the standard 1r-calculus [13] to asynchrony. As message-output is not a prefix 
anymore, emitters in contexts cannot detect whether a message is actually 
read. Technically, this leads to a special treatment of input actions, either in 
the definition of transitions or in the definition of bisimulation. 

In [11], Honda and Tokoro take as observational semantics the standard 
notion of weak bisimulation. As a consequence, they are forced to change the 
intensional semantics. Let us discuss this issue with a paradigmatic exam
ple. Take for instance the 1r-calculus processes 0 and x(u). x(u). In order to 
progress, the process x(u). x(u) has to consume an emission x(v), thus exhibit
ing a new emission x(v). The same happens for the process 0 that "takes" x(v) 
and "gives" the same x(v) (just nothing is consumed or produced). Therefore 
0 and x(u). x(u) should be reasonably equated in an asynchronous regime: 
indeed, they are barbed congruent. However, standard bisimulation obviously 
discriminates between 0 and x( u). x( u). To cope with this problem, Honda 
and Tokoro adopt an operational model where asynchrony of communication 
with the environment is rendered as the total receptiveness of the process. 
In other words, any message can be intruded from the environment at any 
moment, using extended structural equivalence in combination with the rule: 

INPUT 0 x(v) _( ) 
---'--'+ X V • 

The intrusion rule of the open-RCHAM is reminiscent of this kind of opera
tional semantics, with two important differences: (i) Our rule lNT can be used 
only with names that have previously been extruded, and there are finitely 
many of them; conversely, their input rule immediately yields an infinite tran
sition system; and (ii) extraneous inputs in the join calculus are not observ-
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able: if they are not used by the process, they can safely be garbage-collected, 
as we are not faced with the problem of contexts that attempt to read back 
their emissions. 

In [1], Amadio et al. take the opposite approach. They keep the standard 
synchronous semantics, and they modify the notion of bisimulation. For two 
processes to be bisimilar, they do not require that every input on one side be 
necessarily simulated by an input of the other side. Rather, they introduce a 
delay clause in bisimulation, by which an input can be simulated by adding 
a new message in parallel on the other side. This is crucial, for example, for 
proving that 0 is bisimilar to x(u). x(u). Their resulting asynchronous bisim
ulation offers three advantages: it eliminates the need for total receptiveness, 
it is consistent with external sum, and it relies on a widely-used semantics. 

Our asynchronous bisimulation presented in Section 4 relies on similar 
motivations-handling asynchrony in the definition of bisimulation with a 
relaxed clause for intrusions-, but the clause we use is different from theirs: 
we deal with multiple intrusions, and we allow the simulating process to per
form arbitrary internal moves after parallel composition with the intruded 
messages; in their terminology, this would place our equivalence between 
1-bisimulation and asynchronous bisimulation. Notice, also, that the J-open 
RCHAM equipped with asynchronous bisimulation is not meant to be a stan
dard semantics, but rather a technical device to reduce the branching of the 
underlying transition system. Arguably, the open RCHAM gives a more intu
itive meaning to extruded names. 

From a technical point of view, we. often discuss the same, standard proper
ties (stability through renaming, congruence, relation with barbed bisimula
tion); as we compare our work to the formal treatment of bisimulation in the 
1r-calculus, we observe that locality makes most proofs simpler: it forbids the 
detection of messages carried on defined names, and reduces the number of 
cases to consider in the interaction between transitions and global renamings. 

Weak bisimulation and asynchronous bisimulation coincide in the open 
join-calculus, for simple reasons. In contrast, the correspondence between the 
bisimulations of [11] and those of [1], discussed in details in the latter, is a 
delicate issue; it is unclear, for instance, whether both approaches yield the 
same relation in the weak case. 

Independently, several notions of locality somehow related to the join
calculus have also been considered in a pure 1r-calculus setting. In [4], a frag
ment of the 1r-calculus is considered where received names cannot be used 
for input (i.e., cannot be redefined) and it is proven that this language can 
be compositionally compiled into a very simple, substitution-free calculus. 
The condition of transmitting only names with output capabilities is further 
strengthened into uniform receptiveness in [20] by also demanding that names 
are available in input-replicated form as soon as created. Uniform receptive
ness is actually the locality property, which is formulated by syntactic means 
in join-calculus and by means of a typing system in (20] for the 1r-calculus. 
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7 CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we have developed the theory of bisimulation for the join
calculus. We started from the initial definitions of [7], which are purely based 
on internal reductions and observational equivalence; we provided extensions 
of the RCHAM that encompass intrusions and extrusions, in two different styles, 
and we studied for each style a relevant definition of bisimulation. 

Asynchronous bisimulation, and more specifically its ground variant, is best 
suited for proofs, as it relies on smaller synchronization trees. In contrast with 
barbed congruence, bisimulation is therefore "easy" to check, and should be 
amenable to automated verification by means of the existing algorithms (see, 
for instance, [21] and [17]). 

As regards the comparison between the 1r-calculus and the join-calculus, 
there are fully abstract encodings up to barbed congruence [7], but it would be 
interesting to know what is the status between the open join-calculus equipped 
with weak bisimulation and the asynchronous 1r-calculus. 

The precise role of name-testing deserve further investigation. The coinci
dence of weak bisimilarity and barbed equivalence only holds in the presence 
of matching, which invalidates useful process equalities. Thus, numerous use
ful properties of the join-calculus as a programming language are not directly 
captured by weak bisimulation. Instead, they may be proved by using first 
an encoding of name-testing, then weak bisimulation techniques. Of course, 
it would be interesting to find direct, purely co-inductive characterization of 
barbed equivalence in the absence of matching. This issue is addressed in [3] 
in a 1r-calculus setting. Finally, one may wonder whether our approach carries 
over the full distributed join-calculus of [6]. 
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